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We discuss different strategies for implementing
ensemble-based data assimilation systems. Ensemble
filters like ensemble Kalman filters and particle filters
can be implemented so that they are nearly independent
from the model into which they assimilate observations.
Offline coupling through disk files avoids changes to the
numerical model, but is computationally not efficient.
An online coupling strategy is computational efficient.
In this coupling strategy, subroutine calls for the data
assimilation are directly inserted into the source code of
an existing numerical model and augment the numerical
model to become a data assimilative model.
Using the example of the parallel data assimilation
framework (PDAF, http://pdaf.awi.de) and the ocean
model NEMO, we demonstrate how the online coupling
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Logical separation of the assimilation system
The data assimilation system can be separated into three
components: Model, filter algorithm, and observations. The
filter algorithms are model-independent, while the model and
subroutines to handle observations are provided by the user.
The routines are either directly called in the program code or
share information, e.g., through Fortran modules.
2-level parallelization of the assimilation system
Ensemble-data assimilation can be performed using a 2-
level parallelization:
1. Each model integration can be parallelized.
2. All model tasks are executed concurrently.
Thus, ensemble integrations can be performed fully parallel.
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NEMO is coupled with PDAF [2,3] by
adding three subroutine calls the model
source code and utilizing parallelization.
The model time stepper does not need to
exist as a separate subroutine.
Operations specific to the model and
the observations are performed in user-
supplied call-back routines that are called
through PDAF. The ensemble forecast is
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For the offline coupling the ensemble fore-
cast is performed by running the model
once for each ensemble member. The fore-
casts are stored in restart files. These files
are read in by the assimilation program.
The assimilation program computes the
analysis step and writes new restart files.
Then the next ensemble forecast is com-
puted by the model. It reads each single
restart file and performs the integration.
The online coupling shows a good compu-
tational scalability on supercomputers and
is hence well suited for high-dimensional
numerical models, including coupled earth
system models.
Further, a clear separation of the model
and data assimilation components allows
to continue the development of both com-
ponents separately.
Implementations using online coupling
have been performed also for other mod-
els like FESOM, BSHcmod, HBM, NOBM,
ADCIRC, and MITgcm.
PDAF is coded in Fortran with MPI paral-
lelization. It is available as free software.
Further information and the source code of
PDAF are available on the web site:
http://pdaf.awi.de
Assimilation experiments are performed
with a box configuration (SEABASS) of
NEMO that simulates a double-gyre (see
[1]). The configuration is one of the bench-
marks of the SANGOMA project. To sim-
ulate a high-dimensional model, the reso-
lution is increased to 1/12o. The grid has
361×241 grid points and 11 layers. The
state vector has a size of about 3 million.
Synthetic observations of sea surface
height at ENVISAT and Jason-1 satellite
tracks and temperature profiles on a 3◦×3◦
grid are assimilated each 48 hours over
360 days. Observation errors are respec-
tively set to 5cm and 0.3◦C. The assimila-
tion uses the local ESTKF filter [4].



















The parallel compute performance of the
assimilation system is described by the
speedup (ratio of the computing time on n
processes to the time on one process). The
speedup of the assimilation system is dom-
inated by the speedup of the NEMO model
itself. The assimilation slightly increases
the speedup due to a better scalability.
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